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Feasibility Study for SR-542 Crossings at Gallup and Glacier Creeks
SR 542 Chronic Environmental Deficiencies (CED) Project
Y-9739, Task AG
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Feasibility Study is to document the selection and evaluation process to determine the most
promising option(s) to reduce the chronic environmental and maintenance deficiency for SR 542
Crossings at Gallup and Glacier Creeks.
The project team developed fifteen alternatives for initial evaluation to resolve CED issues of the
SR 542 structures over Gallup and Glacier Creeks and their associated hydraulic, hydrologic, and
geomorphic conditions. On February 12, 2008, a workshop was held to perform a high level
analysis of these fifteen alternatives using data from hydraulic, hydrologic, and geomorphic
analyses. Fatal flaws were examined to eliminate alternatives. Three alternatives were selected
for further analysis as an outcome of this workshop. These alternatives are:
■ Alternative 3 – Elevate Highway on Piers – 780 LF with Gallup setback levee
■ Alternative 6 - Bridge Replacement – Gallup and Glacier Bridge Replacements
■ Alternative 10 – Relocate Highway Alignment Upstream to County Bridge (two bridges)
The three alternatives were developed to planning level geometric design showing alignment and
profile with typical sections as well as general bridge assumptions of type, size, and location.
Hydraulic, hydrologic, and geomorphic analyses were performed as part of this study to evaluate
the feasibility of these three alternatives. A conceptual environmental review was also conducted
to identify critical areas, endangered species, shoreline development issues, and identify permits
required for each alternative. Geotechnical review and field reconnaissances were conducted to
provide recommendations for bridge foundations.
An evaluation matrix using ten criteria was also developed to rank the alternatives. These
evaluation criteria included:
■ Flood and Aggradation Effectiveness
■ Environmental Impacts
■ Aesthetics
■ Avulsion Effectiveness
■ Woody Debris Accumulation & Removal
■ Community Impacts
■ Construction Complexity
■ Design Life
■ Traffic Disruption
■ Maintenance Efforts
Ranking factors ranging from 1 to 5 were developed for each criterion with a value of 5 having
the best performance and a value of 1 representing the worst performance.
A second workshop was convened on March 14, 2008 at the completion of the planning level
geometric design, the geotechnical and environmental reviews, and the hydraulic, hydrologic,
and geomorphic analyses. The purpose of this workshop was to evaluate existing conditions,
risks, hazards, and overall effectiveness for Alternatives 3, 6, and 10 using data developed by the
project team.
Using the evaluation criteria and the results of the geomorphic, hydrologic, and hydraulic
analyses, as well as the environmental and geotechnical reviews, the project team rated the three
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alternatives. The alternative with the highest score is considered to be the most promising
solution to resolve the chronic environmental deficiency along SR 542 at the Gallup and Glacier
bridges.
The scores for the three alternatives are:
■ Alternative 3 40 points
■ Alternative 10 30 points
■ Alternative 6 26 points
In addition to the rankings, conceptual level construction cost estimates were prepared for each
alternative. The cost for each alternative is represented in 2008 dollars is as follows:
■ Alternative 3 $20M to $24M
■ Alternative 6 $13M to $16M
■ Alternative 10 $24M to $28M
Recommendations:
Alternative 3 Elevate Highway on Piers – 780 LF with Gallup setback levee has the highest
ranking of the three alternatives and offers the best solution for Flood and Aggradation
Effectiveness, Avulsion Effectiveness, Woody Debris Accumulation & Removal, Design Life,
Maintenance Effort, Environmental Impacts, Aesthetics, and Construction Complexity.
Alternative 3 will require the acquisition and relocation of the Glacier Creek Lodge and all or a
portion of the trailer park. It will also have some traffic disruptions during construction due to
periodic lane closures. It also has a higher cost than Alternative 6 and requires more right-ofway since the Lodge needs to be relocated.
A layout of Alternative 3 is illustrated in Figure 4 on page 17 of this report. Alternative 3
includes the following components:
■ A slight shift in the alignment of SR 542 to maintain traffic on the existing roadway
while the new bridge is being built. The new alignment would be about 2,500-feet.
■ A new 780-foot bridge with intermediate piers spanning Gallup Creek and Glacier Creek
as well as some wetland areas.
■ Relocating the left bank of the west levee along Gallup Creek to allow the creek to follow
a more natural path to the North Fork of the Nooksack River.
■ Raising the bridge elevation over Gallup Creek so that the bottom of the bridge is above
the 910-foot elevation and the bottom of the Glacier Bridge is above the 912-foot
elevation, creating a clearance of eight (8) to ten (10) feet between the bottom of the
bridge girders and ordinary high water levels.
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BACKGROUND
A Prioritization Study was conducted in 2006 that identified and prioritized 21 Chronic
Environmental Deficiency (CED) sites along SR 542 from MP 17 to MP 46.5 where numerous
bank repair projects have been installed, and continued river/road interaction is expected. The
purpose of this project was to develop a pro-active, coordinated methodology to assess river
processes and their implications on transportation routes that share the North Fork Nooksack
(NFN) valley. One of the high priority CED sites identified in the study was the Glacier Creek
and Gallup Creek crossings of SR 542.
A feasibility study was authorized to determine the most promising option(s) to address the
aggradation and scour issues at the Gallup and Glacier Creek bridge crossings of SR 542 in
Glacier, Washington. This project has been classified as a CED.
Phase 1 of this feasibility study was the geomorphic survey of Glacier Creek and Gallup Creek
basins completed in February 2007. Phase 2 is intended to assess potential improvements which
will reduce or eliminate repeated maintenance and preservation activities which create an
unacceptable environmental impact associated with repeated dredging and scour at the SR 542
crossings at Glacier Creek and Gallup Creek. The purpose of this feasibility study is to
determine the most promising option(s) to move forward with the design and to meet the
construction schedule and budget constraints.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this Feasibility Study for the SR 542 Crossings at Gallup and Glacier Creeks is to
document the selection and evaluation process to determine the most promising option(s) to
move forward in preliminary design and the environmental documentation and permitting
processes.

SITE CONDITIONS
SR 542 and the Town of Glacier are located on an alluvial fan created by Glacier and Gallup
Creeks. This fan was developed from sediment deposition in response to the loss of valley
confinement and declining valley gradient. Sediment deposits on the fan raises the channel bed
elevation above the surrounding terrain and forces the channel to abandon the current alignment
for lower ground. Gallup Creek is approximately 3 feet lower than Glacier Creek at the SR 542
bridges. In addition, SR 542 is the only access and emergency corridor along the North Fork
Nooksack River for upstream communities, resorts, and the Mt. Baker Ski Area.
The Glacier Creek Bridge and left-bank levee create an artificial constriction across the 850-footwide channel migration zone. The existing Glacier Creek Bridge is approximately 77 feet long.
This presents a high risk of blockage from both long-term aggradation (rise in bed elevation from
sediment deposition) and episodic deposition of flood debris (sediment and wood). This potential
debris blockage of the Glacier Creek Bridge crossing could result in catastrophic failure of the
bridge, extensive property damage, and possible loss of life. There is a high risk of a Glacier
Creek avulsion into Gallup Creek upstream of the Town of Glacier within the next 75 years.
The Gallup Creek Bridge consists of three 30-foot long spans on piers. The bridge deck is
approximately 10 feet lower in elevation than the surface of the Glacier Creek Bridge. The
Gallup Creek Bridge is located in a reach experiencing high aggradation rates due to historical
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landslides in the basin. The bridge, adjacent levees, and hardened banks artificially fix the
position of Gallup Creek and prevent avulsion to a new alignment at a lower elevation. Periodic
maintenance and emergency dredging upstream of the bridge is required to maintain conveyance
and to prevent complete blockage. Potential blockage places the Gallup Creek Bridge and
adjacent roadway at high risk of catastrophic failure. Blockage and bridge failure could result in
extensive property damage and possible loss of life. Avulsion of Glacier Creek into Gallup
Creek would substantially increase this risk.

GALLUP AND GLACIER CREEKS ALTERNATIVES DESCRIPTIONS
A broad range of conceptual alternatives were identified to resolve the CED issues along the
North Fork of the Nooksack River and its affect on SR 542. These alternatives were reviewed,
assessed, and evaluated by the project team on a high-level, fatal flaw basis. From this review,
up to three concepts besides the No Action option will be selected for further analysis. These
conceptual alternatives are described below. Alternatives 2 thru 5 are illustrated on Figure 1,
Alternatives 6 thru 8 are on Figure 2, and Alternatives 10 thru 14 are on Figure 3.
■ Alternative 1 – No Action: No modifications to either the existing highway or bridges
would occur. Current maintenance actions would continue which includes dredging (as
necessary) at the Gallup Bridge to maintain conveyance under the bridge.
■ Alternative 2 – Elevate Highway on Piers – 680 LF: SR 542 would be slightly shifted
south, parallel to the existing roadway and elevated on piers over both streams with one
680-foot long bridge. Implementation of this alternative would provide improved
conveyance for both streams under a single highway crossing and allow unhindered
channel migration and sediment storage on the alluvial fan, restoring the natural alluvial
fan processes. This alternative would eliminate dredging at the Gallup Bridge site.
Property acquisition between both creeks would be required (e.g. hotel). Left bank levees
on Glacier Creek would be removed both upstream and downstream of the highway. The
right bank levee on Gallup Creek would be removed both upstream and downstream of
the highway. The left bank on Gallup Creek would be reinforced to provide protection to
the town (Glacier). The risk of debris racking on piers exists with this alternative.
■ Alternative 3 – Elevate Highway on Piers – 780 LF with Gallup setback levee: SR
542 would be slightly shifted south, parallel to the existing roadway, and elevated on
piers over both streams with one 780-foot long bridge. This longer bridge would allow
greater conveyance and sediment storage for both streams under a single highway
crossing restoring some level of the natural alluvial fan processes. Similar to Alternative
2, this option would remove the left bank Glacier Creek levees upstream and downstream
of the highway, and the right bank Gallup Creek levees upstream and downstream of the
highway, but also would relocate the left bank downstream levee of Gallup Creek to
allow the channel(s) to follow a more natural gradient. To allow for this added
conveyance and sediment storage, the left bank Gallup levee (downstream of SR 542)
would be setback to a topographic high point. This option would require more property
acquisition than Alternative 2 to allow for the Gallup Creek left bank levee setback. The
risk of debris racking on piers exists with this alternative.
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FIGURE 1 – Alternatives 2 through 6
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FIGURE 2 – Alternatives 7 and 8
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FIGURE 3 – Alternatives 9, 10 and 11
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■ Alternative 4 – Elevate Highway on Piers – 900 LF maintaining road prism as a
levee: Similar to Alternatives 2 and 3, SR 542 would be slightly shifted south, parallel to
the existing roadway, and elevated on piers over both streams with one 900-foot long
bridge. No modifications to the existing Gallup and Glacier levees would occur with this
alternative. The existing road prism would remain in the floodplain and would not be
removed as part of construction. It will be maintained by other agencies to function as a
levee to provide the same level of protection as in the existing conditions and to minimize
property acquisition. Minor property acquisition would be required to relocate the
roadway. However, there is the potential for failure of the piers if Glacier Creek avulsed
into the Gallup Creek channel upstream of the highway bridge.
■ Alternative 5 – Bridge Replacement – Gallup Bridge Replacement: For this
alternative, only the Gallup Creek Bridge would be replaced with a shorter bridge length
and raised 8 to 10 feet higher than the current bridge deck. This increase in clearance
would provide improved conveyance under the Gallup Bridge but would also require the
roadway on both sides of the bridge to be raised. In addition, the left bank Glacier Levee
(upstream of highway) would be stabilized to prevent avulsion of Glacier Creek into
Gallup Creek. This alternative does not address the upstream aggradation and flow
constriction (scour potential) at the Glacier Creek Bridge. This alternative would
eliminate the need to dredge Gallup Creek at the SR 542 Bridge and associated highway
closures. The raising of the roadway on both sides of the new bridge would also impact
access to the hotel and cause impacts to the adjacent wetlands which would require
permitting and mitigation. This alternative may also explore the alteration and possible
property acquisition along the right bank of Gallup to improve sediment transport
capacity through the SR 542 crossing corridor.
■ Alternative 6 - Bridge Replacement – Gallup and Glacier Bridge Replacements: For
this alternative, both Gallup and Glacier bridges would be replaced. The Gallup Creek
Bridge would be raised by 8 to 10 feet and decreased in length to approximately 50 feet.
The Glacier Creek Bridge would also be raised 3 to 5 feet and lengthened to
approximately 300 feet to improve conveyance. The bridge replacements would provide
improved conveyance for both streams under these new bridges but would also require
the roadway on both sides of the bridge to be raised. This would allow for natural
aggradation and sediment storage under the Gallup Bridge; stabilization of the left bank
levee on Glacier Creek upstream of SR 542 to prevent Glacier Creek from avulsing into
Gallup Creek; removal of the right bank Gallup Creek levee downstream of SR 542; and
property acquisition would be necessary in the vicinity of the existing hotel. It would
also impact access to the hotel and surrounding wetlands. Impacts to the wetlands will
require mitigation and permits.
■ Alternative 7 – Combine Gallup Creek into Glacier Creek (one bridge): With
Alternative 7, Gallup Creek would flow into Glacier Creek under one new 300-foot
bridge (near the current Glacier Creek crossing).
This alternative would provide
improved conveyance for both streams under one highway bridge. Hazards would be
consolidated to one bridge crossing at Glacier Creek. This alternative would construct a
new stream alignment for Gallup Creek upstream of SR 542. This would facilitate a
more natural and larger fan area for Gallup Creek with some form of downstream grade
control based on the bed elevation of Glacier Creek. The left bank levee on Glacier
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Creek would be modified to allow for Gallup Creek to enter Glacier Creek. A new levee
would be constructed along the left bank of the new Gallup Creek stream alignment
upstream of SR 542. This option may not be feasible due to the low gradient between the
streams. The left bank levee on Glacier Creek (downstream of highway) would be
maintained; therefore, property acquisition in this area would not be needed.
■ Alternative 8 – Combine Glacier Creek into Gallup Creek (one bridge): For this
alternative, Glacier Creek would flow into Gallup Creek and flow under SR 542 under
one new bridge. It would provide improved conveyance for both streams under one
highway bridge. Hazards would be consolidated to one bridge crossing at Gallup Creek.
This alternative would construct a new stream alignment for Glacier Creek upstream of
SR 542 alignment. The left bank levee on Glacier Creek would be modified to allow for
Glacier Creek to flow into Gallup Creek. A new levee would be constructed along the
right bank of the new Glacier Creek stream alignment upstream of SR 542. The left bank
Gallup Creek levee would be modified downstream of SR 542 to allow for increased
conveyance requiring property acquisition in this area. Removal/modification of the right
bank Gallup Creek levee downstream of SR 542 would also be required.
■ Alternative 9- Relocate Highway Alignment to Downstream Old Alignment: For this
alternative, SR 542 would be relocated downstream (below the town of Glacier) to an
older highway alignment that was used prior to construction of the existing bridges in
1955. The previous bridges are no longer in place and two new bridges (with longer
spans) would be constructed along this alignment over Gallup and Glacier creeks. This
alternative would provide a temporary increase in sediment storage and provide a minor
reduction in risk to SR 542 from aggradation from the minor increase in sediment
storage. Property acquisition and work outside of WSDOT would be required as well as
stabilization of the left bank levee on Glacier Creek upstream of SR 542 to prevent
Glacier Creek from avulsing into Gallup Creek. The existing road prism would need to
be maintained to function as a levee in order to provide the same level of protection as in
the existing conditions and to minimize property acquisition.
■ Alternative 10 – Relocate Highway Alignment Upstream to County Bridge (two
bridges): With Alternative 10, SR 542 would be relocated upstream of the current
highway alignment and cross both streams in an existing natural channel construction.
Two new bridges would need to be constructed over both Gallup and Glacier Creeks.
The existing bridges would be removed and the stream channels would be rehabilitated
through the town of Glacier. This alternative would require extensive property acquisition
along the new proposed highway alignment and the existing road prism would need to be
maintained to function as a levee in order to provide the same level of protection as in the
existing conditions and to minimize property acquisition.
■ Alternative 11 – Relocate Highway Alignment along Valley Margin (four bridges):
With this alternative, SR 542 would be relocated upstream of the town at the apex of the
alluvial fan. SR 542 would be diverted around the Baker Rim Subdivision. New bridges
would be constructed over Gallup and Glacier Creeks. This alternative would greatly
reduce risks to highway from aggradation and avulsion. The existing bridges would be
removed and the stream channels would be rehabilitated through the town. This
alternative would require extensive property acquisition along the new proposed highway
alignment. Also, the existing road prism would need to be maintained (Whatcom
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County) to function as a levee in order to provide the same level of protection as in the
existing conditions and to minimize property acquisition.
■ Alternative 12 – Grade Control Structures on Gallup Creek: With Alternative 12,
grade control structures would be constructed in Gallup Creek upstream of SR 542.
These structures would trap sediment upstream of the bridge with the intent of reducing
the aggradation at the bridge and the need for on-going dredging. These structures would
require little to no maintenance. The left bank levee of Glacier Creek would be extended
to prevent the risk of avulsion into Gallup Creek. This alternative does not address the
aggradation and flow constriction at the Glacier Creek Bridge.
■ Alternative 13 – Gallup Creek Levee Modification: For Alternative 13, the levees
along Gallup Creek upstream of SR 542 would be raised. These levee modifications
would confine the channel and allow for an increase in sediment conveyance at and under
the SR 542 Bridge. This alternative would not address the aggradation and flow
constriction at the Glacier Creek Bridge. However, this alternative would require
measures that stabilize the left bank levee on Glacier Creek upstream of SR 542 to reduce
the risk of avulsion into Gallup Creek. Further channelization of Gallup Creek would
have significant permit issues and mitigation requirements.
■ Alternative 14 – Realign North Fork Nooksack River to south along the Left Bank:
With Alternative 14, the North Fork Nooksack River would be re-aligned along its left
bank (south). The intent of this alternative is to increase the sediment conveyance under
the Gallup and Glacier Bridges through incision/head cutting from the North Fork
Nooksack River. This alternative would have little to no construction impact on the town
of Glacier. No property acquisition would be required. Construction of this alternative
would require extensive in-channel work. Upon completion, there would still be a low
likelihood of immediate results.
■ Alternative 15 – Tunnel: With this tunnel alternative, SR 542 would be placed in a
tunnel under the alluvial fan. The existing highway bridges would be removed and the
stream channels would be rehabilitated through the town. The intent of this alternative is
to restore the natural alluvial fan processes. Tunneling of SR 542 would allow
unhindered channel migration on the alluvial fan. This alternative would remove SR 542
from existing hazards. However, this alternative would be extremely expensive and
complex to construct. Also, the existing road prism would need to be maintained to
function as a levee in order to provide the same level of protection as in the existing
conditions and to minimize property acquisition.

INITIAL REVIEW OF GALLUP AND GLACIER CREEKS ALTERNATIVES
On February 12, 2008, the project team met to review the alternatives, discuss the results of the
hydrologic and geomorphic analysis of the existing conditions, and identify alternatives to be
selected for further analysis. A summary of the alternatives with their requirements, intent,
advantages, disadvantages and relative costs is shown on Table 1 on the next several pages.
From this review, the project team selected the following alternatives for more detailed analysis:
■ Alternative 3 – Elevate Highway on Piers – 780 LF with Gallup setback levee: This
alternative slightly shifts SR 542 on a new longer bridge spanning over both creeks and
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setting back the left bank levee along Gallup Creek and was considered the most
promising of the three elevated highway alternatives because it would allow greater
conveyance and sediment storage for both creeks under a single highway crossing, a
more natural alluvial fan evolution processes, and let the creeks follow a more natural
gradient downstream of SR 542.
■ Alternative 6 - Bridge Replacement – Gallup and Glacier Bridge Replacements:
This alternative was considered the most promising because it provided improvement to
both Gallup and Glacier Bridges, whereas, Alternative 5 only improved the Gallup Creek
Bridge.
■ Alternative 10 – Relocate Highway Alignment Upstream to County Bridge (two
bridges): This alternative was considered the most promising of the three Relocated
Highway Alternatives because it provided more protection against Glacier Creek
migrating into Gallup Creek. It was also considered to be the least expensive of the
longer highway realignment options with less environmental impacts as compared to
Alternative 11. It has also less direct impact on the Town of Glacier.
The following alternatives were not carried:
■ Alternative 1 – No Action: This alternative was not considered feasible because it did
not address the on-going maintenance and safety issues associated with the two bridges
along SR 542.
■ Alternative 2 – Elevate Highway on Piers – 680 LF: This alternative was not
considered as promising as Alternative 3 because it did not adjust the west levee along
Gallup Creek downstream of the highway.
■ Alternative 4 – Elevate Highway on Piers – 900 LF maintaining road prism as a
levee: This alternative was not considered as promising as Alternative 3 because it
requires another agency to maintain the existing roadway prism as a levee to protect the
area.
■ Alternative 5 – Bridge Replacement – Gallup Bridge Replacement: This alternative
was not considered as promising as Alternative 6 because it only improved the Gallup
Bridge and did nothing to resolve the issues at the Glacier Bridge.
■ Alternative 7 – Combine Gallup Creek into Glacier Creek (one bridge): This
alternative was not considered as promising as the other options because the Gallup
Creek is lower than the Glacier Creek. This alternative also involves extensive in-water
work to shift the channels and there is a high aggradation risk due to loss of gradient
which may increase the avulsion risk of Gallup Creek to the west. The loss of existing
downstream Gallup Creek channel habitat would be difficult to replace in a new channel.
■ Alternative 8 – Combine Glacier Creek into Gallup Creek (one bridge): This
alternative was not considered as promising as the other options because Alternative 3
would allow the same channel shift naturally. This alternative also involves extensive inwater work to shift the channels; and the loss of existing downstream Glacier Creek
channel habitat would be difficult to replace in a new channel.
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Table 1: Summary and Initial Alternative Findings
LB = left bank;
Alternative
No.
No Action
1

Conceptual Solution

No Action

Requirements

RB = right bank;

LF = linear feet
Cost

Intent

Advantages

Disadvantages

Status quo

No immediate increased in operating costs

Does not address existing geomorphic hazards

• Hotel property acquisition
• Remove existing road prism fill
• Remove upper and lower left bank
(LB) levees on Glacier
• Remove right bank (RB) levee on
Gallup (downstream of SR 542).
• Reinforce LB levee on Gallup Creek. .
• Same requirements as above
• Additional levee setback and
relocation of a portion of trailer park
area west of Gallup Creek between
existing topographic high points

• Provide improved conveyance for
both creeks under a single highway
crossing
• Allow unhindered channel migration
and sediment storage on fan across
wider corridor

• Reduces risk to highway from aggradation
and avulsion
• Eliminates dredging at Gallup bridge
• Reduces risk of future road closures
• Reduces flood and avulsion risk to town
west of Gallup Creek

• Extensive property acquisition required (Hotel and
other properties between creeks north of SR 542)

• Same as above, with greater
conveyance and sediment storage

• Same as above, but with greater reduction
in risks to highway and town.
• More flexibility for channels to migrate
laterally and follow natural gradient down
to the N.F. Nooksack River

• Same as above, but with greater property
acquisition

• Whatcom County to maintain road
prism/levees to provide existing level
of protection of surrounding properties

• No modifications to existing levees
and channel alignments
• Road prism to remain in floodplain

• Reduces risk to highway from aggradation
and avulsion
• Reduces risk of future road closures
• Eliminates dredging at Gallup bridge
• No change in existing risks to surrounding
property owners.

• Minor property acquisition required to widen ROW
• Temporary bridge crossings required during
construction

• Moderately reduces risk to highway from
aggradation on Gallup Creek
• Reduces risk of road closure at Gallup
bridge
• Eliminates dredging at Gallup bridge
• Same as above, with moderate reduction
in risk to highway from aggradation and
avulsion of Glacier Creek
• Possible to construct in two phases

• Does not address upstream aggradation and flow
constriction (abutment scour) at Glacier Bridge
• Minor property acquisition required to widen ROW

Continued dredging and maintenance

(L, M, H, VH)

N/A

Elevated Highway On Piers Over Both Creeks (Parallel Alignment)
2

3

4

680 LF bridge and
reconstruction of LB levee
on Gallup Creek

780 LF bridge with setback
of 500 LF of LB levee on
Gallup Creek

900 LF bridge maintaining
road prism and levees

VH

VH

VH

Bridge Replacement (Parallel Alignment)
5

6

Construct new bridge over
Gallup Creek 8-10 feet
higher

Raise Glacier bridge 3-5 ft
and Increase span to 300 ft.
Raise Gallup bridge 8-10 ft
and replace with single, 50ft span.
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• Stabilize LB of Glacier Creek
upstream of levee to reduce avulsion
hazard.

• Provides improved conveyance
under Gallup bridge
• Reduce avulsion hazard on LB
Glacier Creek

• Stabilize LB of Glacier Creek at
upstream end of levee and reduce
avulsion risk to highway.
• Remove LB Glacier levee d/s of
highway (optional).
• Remove levee from RB Gallup Creek
below highway (optional).
• Stabilize LB Gallup Creek (optional).

• Same as above, with improved
conveyance for both creeks under
new bridges
• Allow natural aggradation and
sediment storage under Gallup
bridge

SR 542 CED Project

• Property acquisition required on RB Gallup Creek
(partial purchase of some of Hotel property)
• Road fill in Gallup due to shorter bridge crossing.
• Still vulnerable to avulsion of Gallup, if not
adequately addressed.
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Table 1 Continued: Summary and Initial Alternative Findings
LB = left bank;
Alternative
No.

RB = right bank;

LF = linear feet
Cost

Conceptual Solution

Requirements

Intent

Advantages

Disadvantages

• Construct levee upstream of highway on
LB of new Gallup Creek to divert flow to
Glacier Creek.
• Modify upper LB levee on Glacier to
allow junction of creeks.
• No changes to lower levee on LB of
Glacier.

• Provide improved conveyance for
both creeks under highway
• Consolidate hazards and
construction costs to one bridge
crossing

• Moderately reduces risk to highway from
aggradation and avulsion
• Hazards consolidated to one bridge
crossing and levee
• Minimizes short term need for dredging
due to large increased capacity of Gallup
fan.

• Property acquisition (Hotel and portion
of trailer park)
• Remove portion of upper LB levee on
Glacier.
• Setback and reconstruct existing levee
on LB Gallup Creek downstream of SR
542.
• Modify or remove existing levee on RB
Gallup Creek downstream of SR 542.

• Same as above
• Allows Glacier Creek to flow to fan
area with a lower elevation and
steeper gradient to NF Nooksack
River (follows natural gradient)

• Same as above, with reduced risk to town

• Extent of aggradation in Gallup Creek uncertain
due to reduction in gradient.
• Stream and levee work required outside of
WSDOT ROW
• Mitigation required due to loss of habitat and
stream length
• Property acquisition required on RB Gallup Creek
upstream of SR 542
• Loss of perceived property value due to loss of
waterfront property
• Stream and levee work required outside of
WSDOT ROW
• Mitigation required due to loss of habitat and
stream length
• Extensive property acquisition required (Hotel and
other properties between creeks north of SR 542)
• Periodic maintenance may be required to remove
accumulated debris from mid-channel piers

• Stabilize LB of Glacier Creek to reduce
avulsion hazard.
• Whatcom County to maintain road
prism/levees to provide existing level of
protection of surrounding properties

• Temporarily increase sediment
storage upstream

• Minor reduction in risk to highway from
aggradation
• Minor increase in local sediment storage
capacity on fan upstream of relocated
bridges

• New bridges would be in active alluvial fan and
active channel migration zone.
• Property acquisition
• Work required outside of WSDOT ROW

• Stabilize LB of Glacier Creek at
upstream end of levee and reduce
avulsion risk to highway.
• Remove bridges and rehabilitate
channels through town
• Whatcom County to maintain road
prism/levees to provide existing level of
protection of surrounding properties
• Remove bridges
• Remove right bank Glacier bridge
embankment to rehabilitate channel to
remove channel confinement
• Whatcom County to maintain road
prism/levees to provide existing level of
protection of surrounding properties

• Relocated bridge crossings
upstream of fan at natural valley
constriction

• Same as above

• Same as above

(L, M, H,
VH)

Combine Both Creeks under One Bridge (Parallel Alignment)
7

8

Combine creeks (Gallup
into Glacier) under one
new (300 LF) bridge

Combine creeks (Glacier
into Gallup) under one
new (300 LF) bridge

H

H

Relocate Highway Alignment
9

10

11

Relocate highway
downstream to old
alignment with wider
span bridges
Relocate highway
upstream and connect
back to SR542 near
Ranger Station.
Construct two new
bridges and smaller
culverts over other
creeks.
Relocate highway
upstream along valley
wall and around Baker
Rim Subdivision.
Construct four bridges (2
large and 2 small).
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• Relocate bridge crossings to apex of
alluvial fan
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• Greatly reduces risk to highway from
aggradation and avulsion
• No traffic disruption during construction

• Extensive property acquisition for new road
alignment
• Significant environmental impacts
• Increased impervious area
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Table 1 Continued: Summary and Initial Alternative Findings
LB = left bank;
Alternative
No.

RB = right bank;

LF = linear feet
Cost

Conceptual Solution

Requirements

Intent

Advantages

Disadvantages

• Extend/raise levee on LB Glacier Creek

• Trap sediment upstream of Gallup
Bridge to reduce aggradation
• Reduce avulsion risk through LB of
Glacier Creek

• Low cost
• Self mitigating by improving fish habitat
• Reduce maintenance dredging on Gallup
• Moderately reduced avulsion risk for
Glacier
• Minor reduction in risk to Gallup bridge
from aggradation
• Reduced risk of avulsion to LB of Glacier
• Low-cost alternative

• Does not address aggradation and flow
constriction at Glacier Bridge
• Grade controls may not provide sediment storage
for design life of project
• Work required outside of WSDOT ROW

(L, M, H,
VH)

Channel and Levee Modifications
12

13

14

Install grade-control
structures in Gallup
Creek upstream of SR 542

Raise Gallup levees
upstream of existing
bridge and confine the
channel through the
Gallup bridge
Realign NF Nooksack
River to the south LB

• Stabilize LB Glacier Creek

• Increase sediment conveyance
under Gallup bridge
• Reduce erosion of LB Glacier Creek

• Install several large engineered logjams
in NF Nooksack to maintain alignment to
increase Glacier and Gallup creek
gradients.

• Increase sediment conveyance
under Gallup and Glacier bridges
through incision/head cutting from
NF Nooksack

• Moderately reduces risk to highway from
aggradation
• Low immediate construction impact to
town
• No property acquisition

• Remove bridges and rehabilitate
channels through town.
• Whatcom County to maintain road
prism/levees to provide existing level of
protection of surrounding properties

• Allow unhindered channel migration
on the alluvial fan

• Greatly reduces risk to highway from
aggradation and avulsion
• Restores alluvial fan process

L

• May still require continued levee maintenance and
dredging
• Does not address aggradation and flow
constriction at Glacier Bridge
• Mitigation for habitat loss due to artificial channel
confinement
• Extensive in-channel work
• Requires straightening of NF to maintain slope
• Low likelihood of immediate results
• May result on private property damage as NF
Nooksack River is realigned towards LB

L

H

Tunnel
15

Tunnel under alluvial fan
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• Complex construction and high cost
• Increased flood and avulsion hazard in town
• Pump and treat stormwater
• Unconventional and complex construction
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■ Alternative 9 - Relocate Highway Alignment to Downstream Old Alignment: This
alternative was not considered as promising as the other options because the North Fork
of the Nooksack River controls the base level of Glacier Creek which can vary frequently
and result in dynamic base conditions and unfeasible design conditions. The new height
of the bridge would also require a higher roadway grade through some of the areas of the
town.
■ Alternative 11 – Relocate Highway Alignment along Valley Margin (four bridges):
This alternative was not considered as promising as the other options because there seem
to be more significant environmental issues and impact during construction with this
alternative. It would also require many culverts and four new bridges to cross the
numerous streams and creeks and there may be significant ESA issues with the marbled
murrelet and spotted owl that would likely come into play with this alternative, as well as
wetland issues and extensive right of way needs.
■ Alternative 12 – Grade Control Structures on Gallup Creek: This alternative was not
considered as promising as the other options because it is mainly non-roadway work
which is generally handled by other agencies; it has a limited design lifespan; and, it does
not address the issues surrounding Glacier Creek.
■ Alternative 13 – Gallup Creek Levee Modification: This alternative was not
considered as promising as the other options because it is mainly non-roadway work
which is generally handled by other agencies; and it does not address the Glacier Creek
issues.
■ Alternative 14 – Realign North Fork Nooksack River to south along the Left Bank:
This alternative was not considered as promising as the other options because it is mainly
non-roadway work which is generally handled by other agencies. This will cause head
cutting in these Nookasach River tributaries, increasing scour risks to the SR 542 bridges
over Glacier Creek and Gallop Creek.
■ Alternative 15 – Tunnel: This alternative was not considered feasible because it has a
high maintenance issue related to stormwater and would require pumping stormwater out
of the tunnel under both creeks. It would not be as cost effective as other alternatives and
long open-cut approach lengths would be required through town which may present a
barrier from one side of the highway to the other side.

DESCRIPTION OF SELECTED ALTERNATIVES
Based on the results of the February 12, 2008 project team workshop, conceptual layouts and
profiles for the three selected alternatives were developed. These layouts are illustrated on
Figures 4, 5, and 6 and described below:
■ Alternative 3 – Elevate Highway on Piers – 780 LF with Gallup setback levee:
This alternative includes the following features:
○ A slight shift in the alignment of SR 542 south is planned to maintain traffic on the
exiting roadway while the new bridge is being built.
○ A new 780-foot bridge with intermediate piers would span Gallup Creek and Glacier
Creek as well as some wetland areas. The new alignment would be about 2,500-feet.
○ The west levee along Gallup Creek would be relocated to allow the creek to follow a
more natural path to the North Fork of the Nooksack River.
Glacier/Gallup Feasibility Study
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○ The bridge elevation would be raised so that the bottom of the bridge over the Gallup
Creek is above the 910-foot elevation and the bottom of the Glacier Bridge is above
the 912-foot elevation.

■ Alternative 6 - Bridge Replacement – Gallup and Glacier Bridge Replacements:
This alternative includes the following features:
○ A slight shift in the alignment of SR 542 is planned to maintain traffic on the existing
roadway while the new bridge is being built. The new alignment would be about
2,500-feet.
○ Two new bridges are proposed to span the Gallup Creek and Glacier Creek. The
Gallup Bridge would be shortened to approximately 50-feet in length and raised so
that the bottom of the new bridge is above the 910-foot elevation. The new Glacier
Bridge would be approximately 300-feet in length with one center pier that would
span the creek and a portion of the channel bed. The bridge would be raised so that
the bottom of the bridge is above the 912-foot elevation.
○ The west levee along Gallup Creek would be relocated to allow the creek to follow a
more natural path to the North Fork of the Nooksack River.

■ Alternative 10 – Relocate Highway Alignment Upstream to County Bridge (two
bridges): This alternative includes the following features:
○ SR 542 would be placed on a completely new alignment around the Town of Glacier.
The length of the new alignment would be about 6,500-feet.
○ Two new bridges are proposed to span the Gallup Creek and Glacier Creek and
several culverts are needed for various stream crossings in the area.
○ The Gallup Bridge would be approximately 50-feet in length and the bottom of the
new bridge would provide at least eight-feet of clearance over the water.
○ The Glacier Bridge would be approximately 650-feet in length with intermediate
piers to span the creek and the associated floodway. The bottom of the new bridge
would provide at least eight-feet of clearance over the water.
○ The new roadway prism would form a barrier to keep the Glacier Creek from
migrating into the Gallup Creek area.
○ The existing roadway prism would also remain to protect the town.

Conceptual Costs
Based on the alternative layouts, conceptual construction costs were developed for comparison
purposes. The conceptual mitigation costs and right-of-way costs associated with each alternative
are estimated separately. These 2008 conceptual cost estimates can be found in Appendix A.
Construction Cost
R/W
R/W Cost
Mitigation
Notes:

1

Alternative 3
$20 M - $24 M 1, 2
7 – 8 acres 1, 2
$3.9 M - $4.7 M 1, 2
~$100 K

Alternative 6
$13 M - $16 M 1
5 – 6 acres 1
$2.6 M - $4.1 M 1
~$200 K

Includes levee work along Gallup and Glacier Creeks
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Alternative 10
$23 M - $28 M
13 – 16 acres
$6.5 M to $8.9 M
~$350 K to $700 K

Includes hotel area
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FIGURE 4 ALTERNATIVE 3
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FIGURE 5 – ALTERNATIVE 6
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FIGURE 6 – ALTERNATIVE 10
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HYDROLOGIC, GEOMORPHIC AND HYDRAULIC ANALYSES
Three interrelated analyses were performed by the project team to assess the risks to the SR 542
roadway infrastructure in the vicinity of the Glacier Creek and Gallup Creek crossings under
existing conditions. These three analyses were: (1) a hydrologic analysis of the Glacier-Gallup
Basin using HEC-HMS and limited data from existing rainfall gages in the area and a former
temporary stream gage on Glacier Creek; (2) a geomorphic analysis of channel migration and
aggradation in both Glacier and Gallup Creeks, including an assessment of the potential for
debris flows and debris floods impacting the lower reaches of these creeks; and, (3) a hydraulic
analysis consisting of a series of nested numerical models using hydrographs generated from the
hydrologic and geomorphic analyses. A summary of the hydrologic, geomorphic, and hydraulic
analyses is presented below. More detailed discussions of these analyses are contained in
Appendices B, C, and D, respectively.
Hydrologic Analysis
A Hydrologic Engineering Center-Hydrologic Modeling System (HEC-HMS) model was
developed for the study area to determine flood magnitudes within the Glacier and Gallup Creeks
study area for relatively large, infrequent storms. Results from the Log Pearson Type-3 (LPIII)
analysis of HEC-HMS model results indicated that the 100-year recurrence interval flood
discharge is:
■ 4,892 cubic feet per second (cfs) in Glacier Creek at the SR 542 bridge:
■ 610 cfs in Gallup Creek at the SR 542 bridge;
■ 119 cfs in Little Creek at the confluence with Glacier Creek;
■ 82 cfs in Davis Creek at the confluence with Glacier Creek;
■ 714 cfs in Thompson Creek at the confluence with Glacier Creek; and
■ 353 cfs in Deep Creek at the confluence with Glacier Creek.
Model results were determined to be conservative based on comparison with results of USGS
regional regression method and other hydrologic studies performed on Glacier Creek. The large
Glacier Creek flood on November 10, 1989 had an estimated peak discharge of 8,000 to 10,000
cfs at the location of the historical Tacoma City Light Gauge, approximately six miles upstream
of the SR 542 Bridge. This is approximately 4 times greater than the 100-year flood discharge
predicted by the HEC-HMS model, indicating that this flood was not the result of precipitation
and snowmelt alone.
Geomorphic Analysis
A time series of historical aerial photographs illustrate that Glacier Creek is a dynamic, braided
stream that expands its floodway during large flood events with a return period of approximately
10 years or more. The aerial photographs also document the past avulsion of Glacier Creek into
Gallup Creek, which remains a potential threat since Gallup Creek is at a slightly lower elevation
than Glacier Creek at the SR 542 crossing. No evidence was found for debris flows near the SR
542 bridges on either creek, although there were many landslides identified higher up in the
watershed from an analysis of the recent LiDAR topography. Estimates of sediment aggradation
rates were obtained by comparing photo-points, stratigraphic analysis of floodplain test pits and
anecdotal evidence from local landowners. Aggradation of more than 1 foot/year was found near
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the SR 542 Bridge on Gallup Creek, while aggradation was spatially complex on Glacier Creek
and varied from nearly 1 foot/year on the right bank upstream of the SR 542 Bridge, to less than
approximately 0.25 feet/year in the main channel.
Hydraulic Analysis
The hydraulic analysis took the product of the hydrologic and geomorphic analyses to estimate
flood inundation areas, flood hazards, flood depths, and flood velocities upstream and
downstream of the SR 542 bridge crossings at Gallup and Glacier Creeks. Results of the
hydraulic analysis were used to assess flood, erosion, and avulsion hazards and risks under
existing conditions to generate an exhaustive list of potential new bridge configurations. A highlevel alternative analysis was conducted as previously discussed and three alternatives were
selected for further assessment that required more detailed hydraulic analysis.
Two hydraulic software programs were used. A two-dimensional hydraulic model, FLO-2D,
was used to assess the overall hydraulic characteristics of the creeks and floodplain, and a
simpler one-dimensional hydraulic model developed by the US Army Corp of Engineers called
HEC-RAS was used to characterize pressurized flow under the two SR 542 bridges for input into
the FLO-2D model. Three different types of flood flows were modeled (1) precipitationgenerated hydrographs developed in the hydrologic analysis; (2) precipitation-generated
hydrographs with sediment bulking factors to assess floods with high sediment loads; and, (3)
dam-break-generated debris floods from the upper watershed.
Existing hydraulic characteristics of the SR 542 Gallup Creek Bridge were distinctly different
than that of the SR 542 Glacier Creek Bridge. SR 542 can be overtopped along the left bank of
Gallup Creek for small flood events (as small as a 5-year event) due to the confined nature of the
channel and the limited conveyance underneath the existing bridge. As described in detail in the
geomorphic analysis, many factors contribute to the sediment accumulation at the bridge
crossing, but from a hydraulic perspective, the elevation of the bridge is simply too low to
effectively convey flood water and sediment, and the elevation of the bridge needs to be raised.
Unlike the SR 542 Gallup Creek Bridge, conveyance is sufficient underneath the Glacier Creek
SR 542 Bridge to completely pass a 100-year precipitation-generated event and 25-year dambreak-generated debris flood event. However, conveyance under the Glacier Creek SR 542
Bridge is not sufficient to pass the 100-year dam-break-generated debris flood event. Flood
elevations and erosion potential of the left-bank levee of Glacier Creek present an avulsion
hazard and risk to the existing Gallup Creek Bridge for flows equal to or greater than a 25-year
event. A levee-break (erosion) scenario and overtopping scenario is simulated as part of the
hydraulic analysis showing detrimental downstream effects at the Gallup Bridge and neighboring
properties.
Using the data from the hydrologic and geomorphic analyses and the hydraulic analysis of the
existing conditions, a detailed hydraulic analysis was conducted on the three short-listed
alternative proposals: Alternative 3, Alternative 6, and Alternative 10. All three alternatives
address the aggradation issues over the lifespan of the project (assumed to be 75 years).
However, they do not all completely address the risk of avulsion. Alternative 6 relies on levees
being maintained by others and requires the creeks to remain separate and does not specifically
address the avulsion risk. Alternative 10 eliminates the avulsion threat to SR 542, but leaves the
downstream development at risk to the threat of avulsion of Glacier Creek and flooding from
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Gallup Creek. Alternative 3 eliminates the risk of avulsion by removing the obstacles to allow
the two streams to intermingle and requires the relocation of affected property. From a hydraulic
perspective, Alternative 3 is preferred.

GEOLOGICAL REVIEW SUMMARY
The project team conducted a field reconnaissance, gathered geotechnical information, as-builts
of SR 542, and other data of the project area. Subsurface explorations were not conducted as
part of this conceptual review. The information shows that the existing Glacier and Gallup Creek
Bridges have similar foundation construction: bridge abutments for both bridges are founded on
conventional spread footings. Based on this information review, the team concluded that surficial
deposits near the Glacier and Gallup Creek Bridges consist primarily of debris-flow deposits,
Holocene alluvium, and older landslide deposits. Debris-flow deposits consist of cobble and
boulder deposits, with boulders up 1.5-feet in size. Our interpretation of subsurface conditions is
based on WSDOT records from the original bridge construction. Three test hole logs shown in a
September 1955 WSDOT drawing were made near the Glacier Creek bridge abutments and
extended to depths of 6.5 to 7.5 feet. Soil in the test holes was described as clean or slightly
silty, sandy gravel with boulders. The test hole logs do not describe the soil relative density;
however, because the material is recent and is not glacially overridden, we anticipate it is loose
to medium dense.
Based on this conceptual review, the team proposes that the any bridge replacements could be
founded on deep foundations. Deep foundations are a feasible option for supporting the proposed
new bridges to develop the required capacity and facilitate construction. Deep foundations
should extend below the design scour depth and bear in the underlying medium dense, debrisflow deposits.
Driven piles and drilled shafts could be considered; however, pile driving could be difficult
because of cobbles and boulders. Because the soil contains boulders and cobbles, we recommend
using drilled shaft foundations. Traditional drilled shaft construction methods, such as auger
drilling, may be practical; however, removal of obstructions may be required and would likely
result in longer installation times. Therefore, we anticipate an oscillator/rotary drilling system
may be more advantageous at this site. In our opinion, wet methods of shaft construction would
be required at the project site in conjunction with an oscillator casing. The wet method of
construction generally involves the use of slurry or water to maintain an open hole during
drilling. Drilled shafts would range from about 4 to 6 feet in diameter. Based on assumed
medium dense, granular soil at the base of the shafts, a 30- to 40-foot-long drilled shaft likely
would have a capacity of about 500 to 900 kips.
Soil borings will be required to evaluate the subsurface soil and groundwater conditions at the
proposed Glacier and Gallup Creek bridge abutments. We recommend drilling two borings near
the Gallup Creek bridge abutments, and two near the Glacier Creek bridge abutments. The
borings should extend to depths ranging from about 60 to 80 feet depending on the selected
foundation type and required capacity. These borings should be used for developing geotechnical
foundation design recommendations. Hydrogeological studies should be performed to develop
temporary dewatering if excavations will be required below normal creek levels during
construction.
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Spread footings are not practical because of the required excavation depth to protect foundations
from scour, as well as avulsion and aggradation risks. Regardless of scour depth, excavations for
spread footings likely would extend below groundwater, which would require temporary
construction dewatering. More information on the geotechnical review can be found in
Appendix E.

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW SUMMARY
The project team conducted a conceptual review of existing environmental conditions, briefly
assessed the potential environmental impacts associated with each alternative, and developed a
list of the environmental studies and permits that may be required for the Glacier Creek and
Gallup Creek crossings of SR 542 in Glacier, Washington. The project team documented the
existing environmental conditions at the project site during a site reconnaissance on January 13,
2008 and gathered additional site data through several on-line sources. The areas of
consideration in this conceptual review included wetlands, streams, fish, wildlife, sensitive
habitat areas, and historic sites. A summary of these key environmental conditions is shown on
Figure 7.
The potential impacts associated with each of the selected alternatives are summarized below.

■ Alternative 3 is expected to require an easier environmental permitting process of the
three options. With the proposed length of the bridge (~750 feet), in-water work may be
avoided. If new piers can be placed in areas that are currently between Gallup Creek and
Glacier Creek, work below the ordinary high water mark (OHWM) will be avoided, thus
eliminating the need for several permits. Likewise, known wetland impacts on the south
side of SR 542 between Gallup Creek and Glacier Creek would likely be relatively small;
however compliance with the Section 404 permit from the Corps and with Section 401
water quality regulations, ESA, SMA, Whatcom County Critical Areas requirements, and
NEPA/SEPA will be required for this option.

■ Alternative 6 is similar to Alternative 3 except for the length of the bridge crossings and
the associated fill required for the shorter bridge span. With the proposed length of the
bridge (~300 feet at Glacier and ~50 feet at Gallup), fill will be required to create the
road prism between Gallup Creek and Glacier Creek. Work below the OHWM will
likely be avoided with the shorter span lengths. Filling the side channel associated with
Glacier Creek will be difficult to get approved by the resource agencies and the local
tribes. Maintaining a no-net fill below the OHWM or avoiding the need to fill the side
channel would reduce this problem. Section 404 permits from the Corps and Section 401
water quality regulations, ESA, SMA, Whatcom County Critical Areas requirements, and
NEPA/SEPA will be required with this option.

■ Alternative 10 presents the most difficulty in obtaining environmental permits associated
with the alternative. As a result of the two new crossings associated with this alternative,
there is likely to be in-water work, which requires an HPA permit from WDFW, Section
404 permits from the Corps, and water quality management for ESA-listed fish species,
as well as compliance with Section 401 water quality regulations, ESA, SMA, Whatcom
County Critical Areas requirements, and NEPA/SEPA will also be required with
implementation of Alternative 10.
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Figure 7 Summary of Existing Key Environmental Conditions
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Numerous environmental studies will be required as part of the environmental documentation for
the proposed projects. These studies may include:
■ Wetland delineation studies to satisfy the requirements of the Section 404 permit
requirements and the Whatcom County Critical Areas Ordinance.
■ Endangered Species Act documentation. ESA documentation will be a requirement for a
Biological Assessment and will include stream habitat surveys in both Glacier Creek and
Gallup Creek. Also, it is likely that presence/absence surveys for marbled murrelet and
Northern spotted owl will be required for ESA consultation.
■ NEPA and SEPA documentation.
■ Whatcom County will also require Critical Areas Reports which will include the wetland
delineation reports and a habitat conservation areas report.
■ Survey Protocols for Survey and Manage Terrestrial Mollusk Species from the Northwest
Forest Plan, Version 3.0 (BLM IM OR 2003-44), (USDI BLM 2003) would be used to
guide the protocols for the required incidental site surveys for terrestrial mollusks.
■ Calculations of stormwater runoff flows and water quality will be required as a result of
increased impervious surfaces. These calculations will need to meet the requirements
established in the WSDOT Biological Assessment Preparation for Transportation
Projects: Advanced Training Manual (WSDOT 2006).
■ Shoreline Management Act Compliance documentation.
Permits likely associated with all alternatives:
■ JARPA Permit application. This will cover all aquatic permits, including: 404, 401,
HPA, and local permits.
■ Corps of Engineers Clean Water Act Section 404 permit for in-water fill or wetland fills.
■ Washington Department of Ecology Clean Water Act Section 401 Water Quality
Certification.
■ USFWS, NOAA Endangered Species Act compliance. (Such as a Section 404). There
are several species of listed fish in the creeks, in addition to potential marbled murrelet
and/or spotted owl habitats near project area.
■ WDFW HPA for any work below OHWM in Glacier Creek and Gallup Creek.
■ Historical Preservation and Cultural Resources Report, Tribal coordination, and Section
106 approval.
■ Section 4f approval.
■ Shorelines Management Act.
■ Whatcom County Critical Areas Review.
■ Coastal Zone Management Consistency Approval.
More information on the environmental review for the study area can be found in Appendix F.
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EVALUATION CRITERIA
Evaluation criteria and ranking factor approach was developed for this project to analyze the
selected alternatives based on further analysis and review. The criteria will be used by the
project team to assess and evaluate the selected alternatives in a workshop comprised of the
project team including design, environmental and river specialists.
The criteria are divided into three categories: Performance, Impacts, and Implementation. The
performance category includes factors that influence 1) the effectiveness of the design alternative
to reduce existing flooding and aggradation, and 2) the effectiveness of design to address the
avulsion risk. The impact category includes factors that influence project site environmental
impacts, aesthetics, and community impacts. The implementation category includes factors that
influence the implementation of the design alternative with respect to traffic disruption and
construction complexity.
Each category is divided into various factors with specific attributes that are used to rate the
alternatives with a range of 1 to 5, with 1 having the worst performance, most impact, and
hardest to implement and 5 having the best performance, least impacts, and the easiest to
implement. The criteria and ranking factors are outlined in Table 2.

EVALUATION OF SELECTED ALTERNATIVES
The project team met on March 14, 2008 in a workshop to review the alternative concepts, the
geotechnical summary, the geomorphic, hydrologic, hydraulic analyses, the environmental
overview, and conceptual costs. The project team included WSDOT design office management,
WSDOT headquarter’s hydrologist, team geomorphic, hydrologic, and hydraulic specialists, and
senior designers. Using the data generated by the project, the evaluation criteria and the ranking
factors, the project team discussed how each alternative met the criteria and assigned a ranking
value. A summary of the results of the project team’s evaluation and ranking for each alternative
is presented in Table 3.
A summary of the comments made at the workshop and the key reasons for the each ranking by
criteria is discussed below:
■ Flood and Aggradation Effectiveness
o Alternative 3 would eliminate the risk of flooding to SR 542 by raising the elevation
of the roadway and placing the roadway on a structure spanning the entire Glacier and
Gallup Creek floodplain with piers spaced at 150 to 160-feet. It would be designed to
completely pass all flows likely to occur within the design life.
o Alternative 6 would minimize the risk of flooding to the roadway by raising the
Gallup Bridge and lengthening the Glacier Creek Bridge. However, it does not
address the risk of flooding due to temporary blockage of the Gallup Bridge or the
aggradation problem on the right bank of Glacier Creek.
o Alternative 10 would eliminate risk of flooding on Gallup Creek by moving the
roadway to a natural constriction. The Glacier Creek floodway would be completely
spanned. Both bridges would be designed to completely pass all flows likely to occur
within the design life. Therefore, there is a high degree of confidence that this
alternative would eliminate the risk of flooding to the roadway. This alternative may
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have significant flooding implications to several property owners near the current
bridge location, but that is not a consideration for this evaluation category and is
captured in the “community impact” ranking category as described below.
■ Avulsion Effectiveness
o Alternative 3 essentially eliminates the risk of avulsion by allowing Gallup and
Glacier Creeks to intermingle. However, the town of Glacier would remain at a
relatively low elevation with respect to the creeks, and there is a slight possibility that
the creeks could avulse through the levee and into the town. The hotel and all or part
of the trailer park would need to be moved.
o Alternative 6 does not eliminate the risk of avulsion of Glacier Creek into Gallup
Creek. It provides only modest, temporary protection from an avulsion by further
armoring the “at risk” reach of the left bank levee of Glacier Creek.
o Alternative 10 minimizes the risk of avulsion through the construction of a fill prism
just below the most probable avulsion point on Glacier Creek. However, there is a
possibility of avulsion below the new alignment, if the remaining levees are not
maintained.
■ Woody Debris Accumulation & Removal
o Alternative 3 would be designed with pier spacing of 150 to 160 feet that would span
the typical size of woody debris accumulations.
o Alternative 6 is at risk of clogging with debris due to the narrow aperture of the
Gallup Bridge. Glacier Creek Bridge would be designed with pier spacing of 150 to
160 feet that would span the typical size of woody debris accumulations.
o Alternative 10 is at risk of clogging with debris due to the narrow aperture of the
Gallup Bridge. Glacier Creek Bridge would be designed with pier spacing of 150 to
160 feet that would span the typical size of woody debris accumulations.
■ Design Life
o Alternative 3 would have a high probability of surviving through the design life,
because it eliminates all known geomorphic risks. Failure within the design life is
unlikely.
o Alternative 6 could fail due to the avulsion of Glacier Creek into Gallup Creek.
Although some additional protection would be placed in the likely location of an
avulsion, the methods used are temporary and incomplete and it relies on other
agencies to maintain the levees.
o Alternative 10 would be built to survive for the design life, because it eliminates all
known geomorphic risks. Failure within the design life is unlikely.
■ Maintenance Effort
o Alternative 3 would require intermittent maintenance of bridge infrastructure and
clearing of debris from abutments and piers.
o Alternative 6 would require intermittent maintenance of bridge infrastructure and
clearing of debris from abutments and piers. This alternative also carries the
possibility that bridge would need to be repaired if the Gallup Creek Bridge were
clogged with debris and the creek overflows the roadway.
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Table 2: Evaluation Criteria
Includes factors that influence 1) the effectiveness of the design alternative to
reduce existing flooding and aggradation; 2) the effectiveness of design to
address the avulsion risk

Performance
Flood and
Aggradation
Effectiveness

Ranking
Factor
1
2
3
4
5

Avulsion
Effectiveness

Ranking
Factor
1
2
3
4
5

Woody Debris
Accumulation &
Removal

Ranking
Factor
1
2
3
4
5

Design Life

Maintenance
Effort

Ranking
Factor
1
2
3
4
5
Ranking
Factor
1
2
3
4
5
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Ranking Criteria
Minor degree of confidence that design will eliminate flood and aggradation
hazards over the life span of the project.
Minor to moderate degree of confidence that design will eliminate flood and
aggradation hazards over the life span of the project.
Moderate degree of confidence that the design will eliminate flooding and
aggradation hazards over the lifespan of the project.
Moderate to major degree of confidence that the design will eliminate flood and
aggradation hazards for the lifespan of the project.
Major degree of confidence that design will eliminate all flood and aggradation
hazards over the life span of the project.
Ranking Criteria
Minor degree of confidence that design will eliminate erosion and avulsion
hazards over the life span of the project.
Minor to moderate degree of confidence that design will eliminate erosion and
avulsion hazards over the life span of the project.
Moderate degree of confidence that the design will eliminate erosion and
avulsion hazards over the lifespan of the project.
Moderate to major degree of confidence that the design will eliminate erosion
and avulsion hazards for the lifespan of the project.
Major degree of confidence that design will eliminate all erosion and avulsion
hazards over the life span of the project.
Ranking Criteria
Minor degree of confidence that design will not accumulate debris over the life
span of the project.
Minor to moderate degree of confidence that design not will accumulate debris
over the life span of the project.
Moderate degree of confidence that design will not accumulate debris over the
life span of the project.
Moderate to major degree of confidence that design will not accumulate debris
over the life span of the project.
Major degree of confidence that design will not accumulate debris over the life
span of the project.

Ranking Criteria
Less than 10 years
10 to 25 years
25 to 50 years
50 to 75 years
Greater than 75 years or indefinite due to self-mitigation.
Ranking Criteria
Significant annual maintenance
Limited annual maintenance, significant intermittent (5-10 years) maintenance
Limited annual maintenance, rare (once or twice in design life) significant
maintenance
No annual maintenance, limited intermittent maintenance
No maintenance anticipated.
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Table 2 Continued Evaluation Criteria
Includes factors that influence project site environmental impacts, aesthetics,
and community impacts.

Impacts
Environmental
Impacts

Ranking
Factor
1

2

3

4

5
Aesthetics

Community
Impact

Ranking
Factor
1
2
3
4
5
Ranking
Factor
1
2
3
4
5
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Ranking Criteria
Major degradation of aquatic, fisheries, riparian, wetland, or forest habitat over
existing conditions. Little to no mitigation built into design. Major mitigation
required, with some outside of project footprint. Permit performance standards
would limit effectiveness of design.
Minor degradation of aquatic, fisheries, riparian, wetland, or forest habitat over
existing conditions. Minor mitigation built into design. Minor mitigation required,
with some outside of project footprint. Permit performance standards would limit
construction activities
Neutral environmental benefit (no benefit or environmental degradation of
existing conditions), but moderate mitigation required either on-site or outside of
the project footprint. Some mitigation built into the design. Permit performance
standards would influence but not restrict design and construction.
Minor environmental benefit, with minor mitigation required either on-site or
outside the project footprint. Design is mostly self-mitigating. Permit
performance standards would limit some construction activities.
Major environmental benefit. Design is entirely self-mitigating, and no additional
mitigation is required. Permit performance standards would not limit construction
activities.
Ranking Criteria
Measure will significantly detract from existing aesthetic conditions.
Measure will detract from existing aesthetic conditions.
Measure will neither enhance nor detract from existing aesthetic conditions.
Measure provides improvement over existing aesthetic conditions.
Measure provides significant improvement over existing aesthetic conditions.
Ranking Criteria
Measure will adversely impact the local community (e.g. access, economic).
Measure may adversely impact the local community (e.g. access, economic).
Measure will neither enhance nor impact the local community.
Measure will moderately improve the local community (e.g. access, economic).
Measure will greatly improve the local community over existing conditions (e.g.
access, economic).
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Table 2 Continued Evaluation Criteria
Includes factors that influence the implementation of the design alternative
with respect to traffic disruption and construction complexity.

Implementation
Construction
Complexity

Ranking
Factor
1

2

3

4

5
Traffic Disruption

Ranking
Factor
1
2
3
4
5
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Ranking Criteria
Complex Construction. Construction would include difficult access. In
addition the other elements would include: in water-work, stream diversion,
construction dewatering, temporary stream crossings, and off site staging.
Moderate to Complex Construction. Construction would include moderate
access issues and in-water work, stream diversion construction dewatering,
temporary stream crossings, and off-site staging.
Moderate Construction Complexity. Construction would include three of the
following elements in-water work, stream diversion, construction dewatering,
temporary stream crossings, and off-site staging.
Minor Construction Complexity. Construction would include two of the
following elements, in-water work, construction dewatering, and off-site
staging.
Minor to No Construction Complexity. Construction would include either
none or one of the following elements in-water work, construction
dewatering, and off-site staging.
Ranking Criteria
Full 2-Lane Closures (short-term to long-term), use of temporary bridge(s).
Continuous 1-Lane Closure, use of temporary bridge(s)
Intermittent Lane(s) Closures, use of temporary bridge(s)
Detour Option Available. Minor disruption of traffic flow.
No Traffic Disruption.
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Table 3 Evaluation of Alternatives Summary
Alternative #3

Alternative #6

Alternative #10

One Bridge

Two Bridges

Relocate Road

Hotel buyout
Remove former prism
Remove LB Glacier levee
Remove RB Gallup levee
Reinforce LB Gallup
levee
New levee on LB Gallup
d/s of 542
Property acquisition
Ranking
Factor

Stabilize LB Glacier at
avulsion site
Raise all levees near
road
Partial hotel buyout
Remove LB Glacier levee
down stream of 542
Remove RB Gallup levee
down stream of 542
Property acquisition
Ranking
Factor

5

3

5

4

2

3

5

3

3

Design Life

5

3

5

Maintenance Effort

4

3

3

Environmental
Impacts

5

2

1

Aesthetics

4

2

4

Community Impact

2

3

1

Construction
Complexity

3

2

1

Traffic Disruptions

3

3

4

Combined Ranking

40

26

30

Additional
Requirements for
Alternative

Criteria

Major Property
acquisition

Ranking
Factor

Performance
Flood and
Aggradation
Effectiveness
Avulsion
Effectiveness
Woody Debris
Accumulation &
Removal

Impacts

Implementation
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o Alternative 10 would require intermittent maintenance of bridge infrastructure and
clearing of debris from abutments and piers. However, the lengths of the bridges and
the addition of at least two new culverts (and likely more) would mean that this
intermittent maintenance would be much more significant than the other alternatives.
■ Environmental Impacts
o Alternative 3 would impact the environment through construction and some filling of
channels and other temporary wetlands impacts adjacent to the existing roadway.
However, the net benefit of removing the left bank Glacier Creek levee and the right
bank Gallup Creek levee upstream of the existing bridge and the existing road prism
between the creeks would be significant. In fact, the project could be considered selfmitigating.
o Alternative 6 would impact the environment through construction and some filling of
channels and wetlands adjacent to the existing roadway. There would be some habitat
and aquatic benefits to raising the Gallup Creek Bridge and lengthening Glacier
Creek Bridge, but the project would still likely require some mitigation.
o Alternative 10 would have substantial environmental impacts to new wetlands,
wildlife habitat, and other sensitive areas, as stated in the Environmental Impacts
Review. This alternative would also require the construction of several new culverts
that would impact wetlands significantly. It would also constitute a net addition of fill
to the floodplain.
■ Community Impact
o Alternative 3 would require the acquisition and relocation of the Glacier Creek Lodge
and all or a portion of the trailer park. Because the hotel is a source of tourist income
to the town, it might negatively impact that tourist income if a new site for the lodge
is not found near the town. This alternative also might require a steep wall to connect
the bridge to the existing alignment.
o Alternative 6 would impact the community the least as it would potentially keep the
Lodge in the same location and would not significantly move the roadway. However,
like Alternative 3, it could potentially require a relatively steep wall to be placed in
the eastern portion of Glacier’s commercial district.
o Alternative 10 would represent a significant impact as it would cause traffic on SR
542 to bypass the town. This would likely result in a negative economic impact to the
community. It also would likely require acquisition of numerous properties not
currently under threat of flooding from either creek. Finally, the alternative alignment
is placed in a relatively pristine area that many local residents currently use for
recreation.
■ Construction Complexity
o Alternative 3 is the least difficult alternative to construct. The placement of the piers
could be designed such that in-water work and stream crossings could be eliminated
or minimized, but work would still be required below the Ordinary High Water Mark
(OHWM).
o Alternative 6 would require at least three of the following elements due to new fill
placed between the new bridges on the creeks: in-water work, stream diversion,
construction dewatering, temporary stream crossings, and off-site staging.
Glacier/Gallup Feasibility Study
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o Alternative 10 is the most difficult alternative to construct. Access to most of the area
to be constructed would have to be made during construction. It also requires
significant in-water work, stream diversion, construction dewatering, temporary
stream crossings, and off site staging.
■ Traffic Disruptions
o Alternative 3 would require intermittent lane closures due to activities on the new
alignment.
o Alternative 6 would require intermittent land closures due to activities on the new
alignment.
o Alternative 10 would disrupt traffic the least among all of the alternatives. It would
disrupt traffic only when the short stretches associated with the new alignment
intersect with the existing roadway. Most of the new alignment would be constructed
away from the existing road.

RECOMMENDATION
From a review of the evaluation and rankings, Alternative 3 containing a new, long bridge that
spans both Gallup and Glacier Creeks is the most promising of the alternatives and is
recommended for preliminary design and environmental analysis. This alternative would:
■ Minimize flood impacts by raising the bridges and spanning the floodplain to allow
natural aggradation of Gallup and Glacier Creeks;
■ Minimize avulsion risk by allowing Gallup and Glacier Creeks to intermingle;
■ Be designed with pier spacing of 150 to 160-feet that would reduce woody debris
accumulations;
■ Have a high probability of surviving through the design life;
■ Require intermittent maintenance of bridge infrastructure and clearing of debris from
abutments and piers;
■ Have a net environmental benefit as the project could be considered self-mitigating; and
■ Minimize in-water work and temporary channel reconstruction.
However, this alternative would require the acquisition and relocation of the Glacier Creek
Lodge and all or a portion of the trailer park and require some traffic disruption due to periodic
lane closures during construction. It also has a higher cost than Alternative 6 and requires more
right-of-way since the Lodge would need to be relocated.
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